Dar ul Sukun
Consolidated Monthly Event Report
June 2019
Note: The main activities and events are reported in this document.
Comprehensive report of any branch can be furnished on request.
Capacity Building Session
Management of Behavioral Issues in Children with Special needs:
While dealing with the children with special needs, a direct
caregiver or professional feces
multiple confusions for the
understanding of their mood
swings and sometimes non
cooperative behaviors. Ms. Ana
Danial Manager Events & training conducted a workshop
with the professional for the capacity building and batter
consideration of their actions towards children with critical
needs.
Mindfulness session
Social emotional development & Confidence Building in caregivers:
Doing same tasks and performing indoor works burnout us
sometimes, a caregiver who stays full time with the children who
have multiple disability exhaust
her/him former and they feel
tired and isolated in different
walks of life. For the Social
emotional development &
Confidence Building in caregivers Training department
conducted a mindfulness session with particularly caregiving
staff. Different guidelines were taught to the employees for
effective and productive work and for the services of
children with special needs.
Training Session on Junior Disability Rights Activist:
Training Department-DUS piloted a Session on Junior Disability Rights Activist at “The learning
Tree school” to aware and trained the young generation for right based approach and to build
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a right based approach for the disability sensibility and to prepare a generation who would be
able to include person with disability in their mainstream society.

Corporate Sensitization Session:
Miss Ana Danial Manager Events & Training DUS conducted
a training session with the Employees of Nielsen
corporation. She explained the management of Nielsen
about the contemporary disabilities and how our climate is
effecting our Mental and physical health. No one can predict
how longer they will stay fit and healthier. Than how much it
is important for all of us to create a society, environment and
infrastructure that would be inclusive and disability friendly for all.
Awareness session on “Heat stroke Management”
Due to the hot weather of Karachi city, kids, adults and
elderly, infect every human being is suffering from the
strong heat of the sun. A child with the disability who cannot
perform his/her every function properly suffers double time
from strong sun shine, his immune system doesn’t support
him to cope-up with the situation. Training department
conducted an awareness session on Heat stroke
management for the staff, how to keep a child hydrated and
how to keep them save in this weather.
Eid ul Fitar Celebration with the children of Dar ul Sukun:
On the occasion of Eid ul fitar many corporate organizations, celebrities and from different
walks of life visited Dar ul Sukun and distributed gifts to share the happiness and care for
children. Eid milan party was organized by different groups to create the special moments for
kids.
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Mango Festival with the Children of Dar ul Sukun
Dar ul Sukun head office organized Mango Festival for the children of Dar ul Sukun for
celebration of summer fruits and recognition and differences of fruits. Children participated
in different competitions that is actually helpful for their self-awareness and emotion of
achievement. Festival helped them to know the fruits of King and increase their general
knowledge.
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Aqua Party:
Stay cool in the pool
Dar ul Sukun center for the protection, care and
rehabilitation for the children with special needs
organized summer fun activity with the title “Aqua
Party” Stay cool in the pool. It was water-based
exercises of therapeutic intent, in particular
for relaxation, fitness, and physical rehabilitation.
Treatments and exercises are performed while
floating, partially submerged, submerged in water
and to rehabilitate while focusing on improvement
of the physical function associated with illness,
injury and disability for the children of Dar ul Sukun.
As the pool is the perfect environment to learn and
to improve strength and flexibility, also helps on
body awareness, sensory integration, motor
planning, and learning how to move muscles in new
ways. To assist the children of DUS.
1) Hydrostatic Pressure.
2) Dulled Sense of Touch.
3) Resistance.
4) Rebuilding Muscle Memory.
5) Easy Access.
6) Improved Circulation.
7) Muscle Relaxation.
Therapies were applied by the Training Department via therapists of DUS. Fun and
amusement was the part for the children where they took place in many activities but beyond
that; a water world setup was helpful for the mental and physical health of our children.
Many activities except swimming pools were also organized by Dar ul Sukun including
1) swimming pools
2) sensory walk
3) Balloon splash
4) limbo
5) sensory pond
6) Ball in Rack
7) water fountain
8) balloon splash with pins
9) water melon eating competition
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10) Lemon Water drinking competition
11) water mugs on heads

Research shows that sensory play builds nerve connections in the brain's pathways, which
lead to the child's ability to complete more complex learning tasks. Sensory play supports
language development, cognitive growth, fine and gross motor skills, problem solving skills,
and social interaction. Above all activities cultivated a sense of teamwork also.

Monthly Activities at Dar ul Sukun Rehabilitation Department
Academics:
Class 1 and 2 Activity
Tracing Activity with finger Dot painting
involves students into development and
learning. Hence, Rehab Department
organized this activity. As, Finger painting
is a nice activity for little fingers that are
not ready to manipulate a brush and are
not capable to grasp the items. It is a
sensory experience for exploring the
paint, textures and different colors. It enhances the Fine –Motor Development in children it
can strengthens the fingers and hand muscles for developing for pre-writing skills.
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Occupational Therapy Activity
Independent Life skills - Hand Hygiene to improve the daily living activities
In Occupational Department our therapists
try to maintain the children’s daily living
activities, this month children learnt the
techniques of hand washing and therapists
made the children realized the importance of
hand Hygiene and also it enhanced the
sensory stimulation by touching the water by
them. Most children through this activity
develop the ability to wash their hands
independently. Also therapists taught the children to make it a daily habit for the rest of their
lives.
ARTS AND CRAFTS:
Collage Therapy Activity Class 1:
Class 1 Special educators organized the collage
activity for the kids to improve their fine motor
skills in which they can fully express their selves
out. Collage can be integrated into all areas of the
curriculum. It can help their learning the collage
materials can show patterns to the children so
they can set it into their collage into their sheets.

Recreational Therapy- Musical Chair Activity
Musical chair Activity is best game that children can play
through music and it can create a competition among
children and it gives them motivation and courage that
they can win this game. It can enhance their physical
activity by running around the chairs. Hence it involves
music and movement to the tempo of the song, their brain
can be stimulated and listening skills can be developed by
this great activity and bringing children together through
play is a great shared experience.
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Creative Play
CUTTING PASTING ACTIVITY:
This activity was designed in the academics’ creative play to
encourage the children creative thinking process. there are so many
developmental benefits of creative play by giving them the freedom
of creativity will enhance their intellectual capacity develop fine
motor skills and the effective use of sharp objects in cutting usually
with scissors.
SENSORY THERAPY:
Sensory water play was applied in
Kindergarten students it was organized
for the children for the sensory
development in the curriculum of 5
senses recognition. The water play
activity was sense of feeling and seeing
as well. This type of play aids helps in
developing and to enhance memory of a
child. This sensory play acts as a great
calming an anxious or frustrated child. The activity purpose was to make them learn the hot,
cold, sticky and dry feeling.
VISIT IN THE MONTH OF JUNE 2019
S.NO
1

Visit of Institutions
Visit Minister for food and Minority Mr. Harriram

2
3
4
5

Visit of Justice Ashraf Jahan
Visit of Dr. Sanya Sabzwari from AKU
Visit of the students of Iqra university
Visit of Overseas school

6
7
8

Visit of Ziaudien University
Visit of Altamash Dental Hospital
Visit of Nielsen Company
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Monthly Activities at Dar ul Sukun Quetta Centre
I-Learn Girls Tuition Centre Essa Nagri Town
World environment day 5th June

On 5th June I-Learn tuition Centre celebrated environment day with full enthusiasm. The day
is a chance to raise awareness about different environmental issues that face the world today
and encourage everyone to do their part in preserving our natural world. This is the biggest
annual event for positive environmental action and takes place every year. Environment is
everything that determines the life of us.
The aim of observing this day in the Centre is to change attitude toward environment. This
celebration started with class decoration, Students made beautiful charts in groups for
environment day to be displayed and then decorated their classrooms with these charts. They
enjoyed this activity.
In the other activity
students
clean
their
classrooms in order to learn
that they should throw all
the waste material in the
dustbin. They participated
well and learn from it.
Student present speech
about the day. After students gave beautiful cards to the worker of the Centre and thanked
him to take care of the Centre every day to give neat and clean environment.
Further the celebration followed by the speech, Ms. Iram reiterated in her speech the role of
students in keeping the surrounding clean, she said it is important to look after our
environment in order to make earth a better place to live, she taught students and staff that
Making simple modifications in our everyday life, we can all contribute to the cause of
environment protection. So today we can celebrate and learn ways we can care for the world
we live in. Later the day was ended with refreshment.
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Pet appreciation Day

On 10th June I-Learn centre celebrated pet day.The main aim of this day is to provide all
children with an opportunity to care and accept responsility for pets.All students were
encourage to participated with either their toys or domestic animals that are their pets.Ms.
Iram shared information about different animals and told them how to take care of them and
explained the diffence between wild animals and domestic pets with the showcase of animals.
Furthur the day was
followed by the activities in
which students draw their
favourte anilmals which
they like as pet and
coloured
them.They
enjoyed they day. At the
end everyone enjoyed refreshment.
Fashion Craft workshop 25th June

WE Centre conducted fashion craft workshop with raw material. Craft from raw material is
art. Its aim to providing inpspiring guidance, techniques and approches in varoius medium to
amateur artists. This type of art involves making items that are not only attractive but useful
as well and generally made from raw s acoording to the trend and fashion.Girls shared their
ideas and made beautifull fashion bangles it also help them refreshing their minds . These type
of activity gives everyone opportunity to enhance their capacity and talent, the outcome was
fabulous. Ms.Iram appriated their hardwork, At they end they enjoyed refreshment.
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Monthly Activities in Dar ul Sukun Centre for the Older People
World Elder Abuse Awareness Day
World Elder Abuse Awareness Day is an annual international UN observance day which was
celebrated at Dar ul Sukun on 15th June. The event was
hosted by Ms. Jaini in which three Chief guests were
invited Mr. Hari Ram, Dr. Sania and Ms. Justice Jamali
and above 200 audiences were present among which
university and school students were as well in a huge
number. The event took a great start with the reciting
of Holy Quran further displaying the documentary of
Dar ul Sukun, then the interview was further held with
our chief guests. The people especially the younger generation gained much knowledge
about how to give importance to their elderly.
With a growing global population of elderly people and as longevity increases abuse of the
elderly is an increasing and serious problem that affects
health and human rights and can cause death so it is vital
to raise awareness of it and thus prevent whenever and
wherever possible. Elder abuse is global and it comes in
many forms including physical, emotional, sexual,
financial and also neglect. Elder people are also human
and deserve the same respect and dignity which other
age group people gets so LET US START GIVING
RESPECT TO OUR ELDERLY and let’s try our best to
diminish this basic problem from this world.
Wall Painting for Public Awareness on WEAAD
Dar ul Sukun center for the older people took
initiative for the wall painting on different locations
of the city to raise the awareness and make an
inclusive and abuse free society for the older
population. The resident of Dar ul Sukun Mr. John
Khalid Painted the
wall at Kashmir
road for public
awareness
message “Enable
older people” and phone your grandparents” These two
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words that can create huge impact on the hearts of the society. This public awareness
message was given by the resident of Dar ul Sukun-COP.
Ageing Rights working Group Session on Elder Abuse Prevention
On 18th June, a session on Elder Abuse Prevention also known as elder mistreatment was
conducted by Ms. Anna Danial at Dar ul Sukun. There is a definition which was adopted by
WHO in UK says that it is “a single, or repeated act, or lack of inappropriate action which
occurs within any relationship where there is an expectation of trust and due to which harm
or distress is caused to an older person.
The discussion was continued by briefing its different types which are as follows:






Physical abuse
Sexual abuse
Emotional or Psychological abuse
Reflectance
Financial abuse

The main purpose of this session was to make society aware about all the abusive conduct,
behavior and actions which the seniors mostly suffer from so that the present may become
much better from the future of our beloved elders. We all should start taking actions against
all the above mentioned types which the elder people have to suffer through.

Eid Day Celebration by Pakistan Youth Forum
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Pakistan Youth Forum gathered at Dar ul Sukun to celebrate Eid day with the elderly on 8th
June and organized Halwa puri party as well as cake cutting ceremony for the residents. Their
love and affection led them to DUS to spend their special occasion with the most important
and valuable people of the society and also showed immense amount of care.

Recreational Activities
Mango Day Celebration
Let’s make each day Magnificent!! The best way to celebrate the season of Summers is with
the king of fruits “Mango”. Dar ul Sukun celebrated Mango day on 18th June with the residents
and kept many activities which included different types of games as mango eating
competition, juice drinking competition etc. All participated in the activities in which the staff
also took part and enjoyed with the flow of bliss by relishing the delicious sweet and juicy
taste of the most loved Fruit-Mango.
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Beat The Heat
Its Summertime!!!! Surfing the drops of water is the best feeling on this earth during
summer. Dar ul Sukun’s recreational teachers held an activity to beat the heat for the
residents with water bucket activity. Multiple games were played like raindrops falling on
our heads relay, water limbo, balloons splashing etc.

Awareness session on Positive Ageing
“The longer we live; the more beautiful life
becomes”. On 19th June, an awareness session on
positive ageing was conducted by Ms. Alisha Lobo
at Dar ul Sukun. The concept of positive ageing
basically evokes the idea of longer activity with a
higher retirement age and working practices
adapted to the age of the people.
The main purpose of conducting this session was
to make society aware to take ageing in very
positive way because age is just a number and keeping this thing in mind all should focus on
providing them respect which is a right of every single individual instead of treating them as
an unimportant creature of this world. ELDERS DO MATTER.
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Training Session on Heat Wave Management
On 20th June, a training session was kept by Dr. Iqra Iqbal
regarding the heat wave management. A heat wave is a
period of excessively hot weather, which may be
accompanied by high humidity which shows many side
effects on a human body e.g. heatstroke, heat cramps,
heat edema, heat syncope and heat rashes (this type of
effect is majorly
observed in kids). Now to prevent this heat wave it
was being advised to keep ourselves out of the sun
wherever possible, drink sufficient amount of water,
keep the windows open for proper ventilation, wear
light, loose, cotton clothes in such a weather, avoid
drinking alcohol and caffeine. All these should be
more adoptable and practiced towards our elders as
well.
World Yoga Day - Promoting Healthy and Active Ageing
Every person in every part of the world should have the
opportunity to live a long and healthy life. Yet, the
environment in which we live in can favor health or can
be harmful to anyone. On 21st June, Dar ul Sukun
celebrated Yoga day with the residents at KMPC
Complex in order to
promote healthy and
active ageing. In order to stay healthy and live an active life it
is necessary to maintain the functional ability which enables
wellbeing in old age. This ability enables a person to meet the
basic needs of life, to learn, grow and make decisions, to be
mobile and to maintain relationships etc.
Father’s Day Celebration:
Dar ul Sukun center for the
older people celebrated
Father’s Day in the month of
June to feel special to all
fathers residing at Dar ul
Sukun senior citizens center.
Different volunteers and staff
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participated to present the father’s day card to overcome generation gap to create the
gateway to inclusion and make the provision for all ages.
Anxiety Disorder in Elderly
On 26th June, Ms. Iqra Sattar gave a session on anxiety
disorder in elderly at Dar ul Sukun which is indeed a
serious matter just like heart attack and other severe
problems. Ms. Iqra further explained that excessive
anxiety that causes distress or that interferes with daily
activities is not a normal part of aging, and can lead to a
variety of health problems and decreased functioning in
everyday life. The most common anxiety disorders
include specific phobias and generalized anxiety disorder. Social phobia, obsessivecompulsive disorder, panic disorder, and post- traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) are less
common. This disorder can be mostly found in younger generation and elderly.
Enabling Active & Healthy Ageing
On 27th June, the staff of Dar ul Sukun took the residents for an outing to enable active and
healthy ageing which actually helped the elderly to keep in motion their body and in return
gives healthy ageing. The activities that made this task possible were football, throw ball and
badminton activities in which the elderly got deeply indulged.

Learning Land Scape Session on
Measuring of normal and abnormal range of motions through Goniometer
Mr. Taha, volunteer of Dar ul Sukun gave a session on Goniometer on 28th June. He explained
about Goniometer in detail which included that a goniometer is an instrument that either
measures an angle or allows an object to be rotated to a precise angular position. The
term goniometry is derived from two Greek words, gonio, meaning angle, an matron,
meaning measure.
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Capacity Building Session on Management of Tuberculosis in Geriatrics
Tuberculosis is a disease which happens to occur
when the TB bacteria becomes active and the
immune system can’t help and stop the bacteria from
growing. TB disease related session was held by one
of the physiotherapist named Mr. Bilal who further
provided knowledge regarding this problem. This is a
spreading disease which can be transferred from the
person who is suffering from this disease to any other
person who is likely to spend hours and hours with
them. It should be treated with a passage amount of
time and medicines should be taken on a regular basis in order to get rid of this problem
otherwise the person may get severely sick.
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